MOHAWK’S JACK STANDS AND OPTIONS

MOHAWK’s mobile jack stands are equipped with handle and large castors for easy movement.

MOHAWK’S MOBILE JACK STANDS

• A set of stands allows two vehicles in the air
• Adjustable height stands are available in high (45”) medium (25-47”) or low varieties (18-30”)
• Fully welded frame

MOHAWK’S JACK STANDS AND OPTIONS

MOBILE COLUMN LIFTS

MOHAWK’S MOBILE COLUMN LIFTS

• Available under discounted government contract in all 50 states

MP-18 SPECIFICATIONS

Model
MP-18 AC
MP-18 DC
Capacity: 18,000 lbs. 18,000 lbs.
Lifting speed: 67" 67"
Max travel rate: 42" 42"/60 sec.
Standard price: 2560000 $1700000 2100000
GSA contract: MP-117-07F-0000 0000 0000 0000
Lifting weight capacity: 67" 22"
Lifting mechanism: External hydraulic
Pressure compensated flow control valving & velocity fuses
Electronic sensors in each column & carriage safety systems:
Pressure compensated flow control valving & velocity fuses
Pressure compensated flow control valving & velocity fuses

Specifications subject to change without notice.

MOHAWK® is an equal opportunity employer and complies with all federal and state laws.

For more information see www.mohawklifts.com/specs.
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MOHAWK LIFTS

18,000, 24,000, 30,000 LBS. PER COLUMN CAPACITIES

Americas Best Lift Investment...

Still proudly designed, welded and manufactured in the U.S.A.